Maris Prizes – 2011 Stetson Showcase (SURCAS)

Poster

**Ben Kurth** - The effects of the 2010 cold disturbance on Common Snook (*Centropomus undecimalis*) in southwest Florida

**Jen Chou Wang** - Detection of Bisphenol A in the leachate from storage containers and the possible interaction between BPA and an intracellular target

Art Exhibition

**Jane Horton** - *Shelf Life* (encaustic & oil)

Oral Presentations

**Taylor Smith** - Hyper Pluralism in the Media: A Rhetorical Analysis

**Rebecca Simmons, Filip Vurdelja, Danny Trejo, Gregory Bockhold, Jungeeng Lu** - Chico’s Fas Incorporated

**Paige Boone** - A Paradigm Shift: The responsibility to protect and state sovereignty in an ever-changing international environment

**Ayanna Royal** - Molding Well Being: Analyzing EQ And Its Factors On Adolescents In Deland, Fl

**Suzanne Li** - The Effects of Flavonoids on Bacteriophage M13 Infectivity of *E. coli*

**Sarah Richardson** - Dynamic Recommendation of Design Patterns

Honorable Mention

Posters:

**Liz Amaya** - Differences in educational outcomes for impoverished rural and urban Colombian school children

**Mairead McNally, Jacquelyn Turnage and Ray Woodin** - Effects of the common herbicides Glyphosate and Pelargonic Acid on amphibian development

Art Exhibition
Josh Mena - Untitled (mixed media)

Oral Presentations

Leah Knapp - Fashioning Lady Gaga: The Death of Stefani Germanotta
Lane Gauntt - NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Coaching Contracts: A Comparative Analysis of Academic and Athletic Incentives
Benjamin Hoffman - The Weaponization of International Law: Post-Colonial Ideology and Human Rights NGO’s in the Arab-Israeli Conflict
Caitlin Murphey - The Risk of Eating Disorders between Sorority and Non-Sorority Women
Nicole Giordano - The Prevalence of Plasmodium spp. and Haemoproteus spp. Infection and its Effect on the Packed Cell Volume of Raptors of Central Florida
George Stang - Missa Brevis